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Executive Summary

Our DeFi team has been closely following the development of the stablecoin industry 
and is eager to share our in-depth analysis of one of the most recent entrants, GHO.

Overall, Aave’s initiative is an innovative and well-thought-out concept; however, it raises 
many interesting questions regarding how to set interest rates, incentivize AAVE stakers, 
and integrate external protocols.

1. What are the main differences between Aave’s GHO and Maker’s DAI?

2. How can GHO be competitive whilst remaining safe?

3. What are the main weaknesses of the proposed design?

In this article, we will explore these questions and provide suggestions for improvement.
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How does GHO work?

Key Principles
The minting and burning process of GHO is very similar to DAI:

1. Borrowers deposit collateral on Aave and can then borrow by minting GHO against it.

2. When a user pays the borrowed amount, the GHO minted by that user is burnt.

3. 100% of the interest paid goes to the AaveDAO treasury.

GHO introduces the concept of “Facilitators” to decentralize stablecoin management. A Facilitator is an 
external protocol approved by the Aave governance and can generate and burn GHO tokens. Governance 
also assigns what is called a “bucket” for each Facilitator, which represents the maximum GHO tokens that 
can be generated by that Facilitator. Facilitators can have various strategies (real-world assets, algorithmic, 
or even uncollateralized) for generating tokens.

Another innovation is that AAVE stakers will be able to mint by borrowing a certain amount of GHO at a 
discounted interest rate. Most importantly, GHO will also be able to benefit from Aave V3’s latest 
innovations including:

• Cross-chain functionality: GHO can be transferred in a trustless manner across various chains whilst 
being minted on Ethereum via message passing. This should boost the adoption of L2 chains.

• Capital efficiency: Where users can borrow similar assets to their collateral with a higher LTV via E-Mode
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At first sight, the two stablecoins look relatively similar, but there are key differences. MakerDAO has been 
very cautious in DAI’s deployment and risk management, allowing only limited exposure to specific 
collaterals and strategies. It is worth noting that GHO’s design is still under discussion. Nevertheless, Aave 
has a very ambitious vision for GHO; potential significant benefits of GHO adoption include being more L2 
friendly and backed by various coins (stable and others). Using Tokens as collateral can potentially enable 
better composability and allow higher borrowing rates for GHO vs DAI.

Competitive Analysis vs DAI

Point / Protocol

Decentralization

Discount on borrowing rates

Collateral used / flexibility

Interest rate policy

Cross Collateralization

Support for Yield
bearing Assets

Using vault or strategies
as collateral

Blockchain availability

Safety fund / Backing

GHO proposes facilitators

Available for stkAAVE stakers

A wide range of collateral
available on AAVE

Not yet defined

Not yet available

Yes

Potentially any Token

GHO should be available on a variety
of blockchains (Avalanche, Harmony, 

Polygon, and soon Starknet)

A system surplus is collected from the
interest rate to protect against adverse 
events. MKR stakers are ultimate backers

DAI is currently considering D3M (Direct Deposit)
modules: one using AAVE and others using 

Maple Finance. They have not been deployed
yet and would be used for rate stabilization

Backed by AAVE stakers

No

Limited to white-listed
coins and strategies

Set by Governance

Available through bridges

Limited exposure to some strategies
like stETH/ETH or DAI/USDC levered LP

No

Only stETH at the moment 
and a DAI/USDC LP

GHO DAI
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GHO Interest Rates
GHO interest rates are expected to be set by the Aave DAO, considering market conditions. AAVE have 
mentioned that they can implement any interest rates that the community sees apt. Currently, Aave has 
not shared many details regarding how interest rates will be calculated. Interest rates set must balance 
between:

1. The need for competitive interest rates vs what is available on AAVE and externally.

2. Dynamic rates that adapt to market conditions (utilization, volatility, risk). As shown below, stablecoin 
borrowing rates on AAVE have been very volatile. Stablecoin borrowing rates used to be 3.5% at the 
beginning of the year and are now closer to 1.5%.

Design review and suggestions
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3. Attractive savings rates for savers. Not many details have been disclosed on how GHO holders will 
generate yield. If GHO rates are zero, savers might want to go to other stablecoins.

4. Rates must be high enough to cover for market failures and attract AAVE stakers.

5. Capital efficiency in terms of collateral to allow for higher interest rates. Users are more willing to 
tolerate higher interest rates if they can deposit yield-bearing tokens or need less collateral.

The Aave ecosystem is more complex than MakerDAO’s as borrowing interest rates depend on the 
utilization rate. Having fixed interest rates for GHO will have an impact on the rates and utilization rates of 
other Aave lending pools. It could create unintended consequences regarding the overall collateral quality 
and protocol risk of the Aave platform. As facilitators get onboarded, risk estimation will grow more complex 
and higher fees/ bigger buffers will be required.

Further analysis recommended
1. Simulate various rate setups (fixed determined by governance, dynamic, …) to determine which is the best 
structure that maximizes revenues whilst guaranteeing safety.

2. Investigate the link between the GHO debt ceiling to the amount of stkAAVE, buffer, or quality of collateral 
backing GHO. This would create a GHO minting capacity.

3. Study the impact of Fed Fund rates on the interest rates. Is the GHO model viable with Fed fund rates at 
3 or 4%?.

4. Explore linking GHO interest rates to how much this minting capacity has been utilized, or to the DeFi 
stablecoin demand. For example, rates should be higher if there are lots of DeFi investment opportunities.

Design review and suggestions
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Key Principles
GHO is designed to reward the governance and community members. Under Aave’s proposal, each stkAAVE 
holder will be eligible to borrow a certain amount of GHO at a discount. This amount will depend on the 
number of AAVE staked. More information on the proposed discount calculation can be found beneath, or 
in an attached spreadsheet.

The discount model has been proposed as a mechanism to reward stkAAVE holders and improve GHO backing. 
Aave stakers will be taking on more risk as GHO gets minted so they should receive extra rewards. At the 
moment, AAVE stakers receive fixed rewards in AAVE tokens so the yield they receive is capped. The more 
stakers on the platform the lower the yield. This is not an optimal setup. During bear markets, AAVE tokens tend 
to go down, prompting stakers to demand a higher risk premium. With the number of rewards being fixed, 
stakers will unstake some of their positions, thereby reducing the protocol safety when this is the most needed. 
At the beginning of 2022, AAVE staking yields were ca. 7% p.a., jumping to above 10% in June, after the LUNA 
collapse. As the amount of AAVE rewards distributed is fixed, this implies that ca. 1/3 of AAVE stakers left the 
platform and the staking risk premium increased by 3%, from X to X%.

Can this help make AAVE safer?
Under current proposals, it is unlikely that the borrowing discount will be, in itself, an efficient mechanism to 
make GHO and the AAVE ecosystem safer. Here are our main concerns:

1. The monetary benefits of the discount are relatively small for AAVE stakers. Based on interest rates of 2% and
a 20% discount this would only add c 40 bps p.a. if used fully. This is too smallto push AAVE holders to stake.

2. The discount is targeted at users who borrow stablecoins. If you are not using leverage in your portfolio,
this has no impact on your returns. In bear markets, investors tend to delever and the borrowing discount will
become less attractive for stakers.

Discount Model for GHO

https://makerdao.com/whitepaper/White%20Paper%20-The%20Maker%20Protocol_%20MakerDAO’s%20Multi-Collateral%20Dai%20(MCD)%20System-FINAL-%20021720.pdf
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3. Wallets that stake AAVE do not tend to borrow stablecoins on AaveV2. Therefore, providing discounts on 
borrowing rates may not be a good selling point for the stkAAVE holders.
• 91% of AAVE stakers are not borrowing on the platform.
• 35.5% of stakers have borrowed previously but are not borrowing at the moment. We suspect that this 
number was inflated by AAVE rewards which incentivized recursive lending.
• Only 9.2% of the total stkAAVE is owned by addresses that are borrowing stablecoins.

The graph below groups the stkAAVE holders into three categories based on the amount borrowed in 
stablecoins relative to the amount staked:

1. Category 0: stakers who are not borrowing at all on Aave.
2. Category 0-1: stakers who are borrowing less than they are staking. These will not fully benefit
from the GHO borrowing discount.
3. Category 1+: stakers who are borrowing more than they are staking. These actors could be better off 
staking more on AAVE so they can get more discounts on their borrowing.

As shown below, Category 1 + only represents 6% of total stakers and only 4% of total staked amounts. 
Therefore, the borrowing discount only benefits a very small minority of stakers.

By offering a borrowing discount, nonborrowers might unstake their AAVE (as they take more risk for the 
same return) and could be replaced by levered actors. Those actors are more opportunistic and would 
benefit from lower rates. However, they are less stable as a staking base. In a down market, those actors are 
prone to liquidations and are more likely to unstake versus nonborrowers.

Discount Model for GHO

Category 1+
6% Category 0-1

3%

Category 0
91%

Category 1+
4% Category 0-1

5%

Category 0
91%

Number
of holders

Staked 
amount of each

category

AAVE Stakers grouped by borrowing activity
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Alternative Safety Mechanism
Although the borrowing discount is unlikely to improve GHO’s safety, alternative mechanisms can be
considered:

1. Redirecting a portion of the fees to a safety buffer could back GHO. This would be similar to DAI’s system 
buffer. Such protection would remain small compared to GHO’s TVL.

2. Another solution would be to redistribute a portion of the interest generated from GHO to AAVE stakers. 
This would give them a source of income in GHO (negatively correlated) with their AAVE rewards. This 
would also align stakers’ interest with the protocol and provide support to the AAVE token. More AAVE 
staking would allow more issuance of GHO so that would be a win-win scenario.

As of 22 July 2022, stablecoin borrowing on Aave v2 (Ethereum) was composed of:
• 405.1M of USDC
• 341.2M of USDT
• 115M of DAI

Initially, if Aave is the only facilitator, then GHO will be constrained in the beginning. One could expect 300M 
of GHO issuance with rates of 2%. That would create 6M of GHO annual interest with a ~15% increase in total 
borrowing. Here is the extra staking APY that could be achieved with various % of revenues distributed to 
stakers.

Something around 25% seems a good incentive for stakers as it would increase yields by 0.75% a year for a 
limited increase in the risk they are underwriting.

Discount Model for GHO

Extra AAVE APY received 0.15% 0.3% 0.6% 0.95

5% 10% 20% 30%
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The introduction of facilitators will make risk monitoring more complex. Aave will need to have a holistic 
view of their risk and collateral risk will likely increase in complexity. Following what is done with 
Maker’s Vault, the interest rate should depend on the riskiness of the facilitator. For example, users 
should not charge the same interest rate for an uncollateralized facilitator as for a collateralized one.

Decentralizing the GHO minting process also exposes Aave to external protocol risks: operational, security, 
oracle as well as market risks. As a result, some caps on GHO issuance need to be put in place to ensure 
that the failure of one external protocol will not bring down GHO. Facilitators should be based on immutable 
protocols as a smart contract/parameter upgrade will introduce further risks. Emergency shutdowns need 
to be designed so one protocol can be shut down without governance delays.

On one hand, we do not want too much exposure to one facilitator/strategy and we would like to be 
diversified. On the other hand, adding a facilitator creates lots of integration and operational costs for GHO 
so facilitators should be of a certain size to make this profitable for Aave.

1. AAVE Governance

2. Stable Coin Summary: DAI

3. DAI Whitepaper

Risk Management
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Non-Investment Disclaimer

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation publicly available on the Internet and on 
blockchain data. This report does not indicate Nethermind's endorsement of any particular project or team, nor 
guarantee its security. No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making 
any decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 
Nethermind disclaims any liability in connection with this report, its content, and any related services and 
products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for 
a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, or assume 
responsibility for any product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the product, any open 
source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to, called by, referenced by or 
accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any hyperlinked websites, any 
websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and Nethermind will not be a party to or in any way 
be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any third-party. You should use your best 
judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. 

FOR AVOIDANCE OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY 
ASSOCIATED SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF 
FINANCIAL, INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.


